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About touma
We Create Weddings that Reflect Character

"Not only the day of the celebration itself is import-
ant, but also the path that leads to it." 

I fulfill dreams.
I create worlds that only exist for one day.

I change familiar spaces beyond recognition.
I create impressions that stay with a person for life.

I express the character of the newlyweds, their 
youth and lifestyle through decor.

 



Concept Drawings



Concept Drawings
The history of each couple is unique, 
therefore, the agency team develops the 
concept and decoration of the celebra-
tion from scratch, selecting the best  
vendors. 3D drawings allow people to 
experience the space in a more natural 
way. They can see how everything aligns 
and easily picture it in space.



Opulent flair



Opulent Flair
A team of professionals designers, architects, 
artists, decorators, and florists brings together 
innovation and art.  Thus, ideas, dreams and 
wishes are embodied in a clear concept of 
the event, illustrated with sketches and 
drawings. Our commitment to innovative 
design is matched by our responsive client 
service. We thrive on challenges, and we 
look forward to working with you.









Endless Love



Endless Love
We strive to instill aesthetics, a sense
of style to create the most beautiful 
moments in the history of your family  





Ocean breeze



Ocean breeze
For us, every couple is unique so every 
wedding should feel personal. Different 
newlyweds, different guests, different 
ideas... But the main quality of our team 
and company is the unique atmosphere 
that we manage to create.  





To Infinity 



To Infinity 
Decor is a multi-level work of a team 
of professionals. The absolute harmony 
of design, advanced technology and
art is the basis on which the whole 
concept of our work is built. Designers 
and artists, under the guidance of the 
art director and creative director, 
develop the concept, and the designers 
work out its technical implementation. 







Boho chic



Boho chic
Onsite, we evaluate the interactive prop-
erties of the decor, considering how the 
space will look by day and by night, and 

how people will move through it. 





Glamours emeralds



Glamours emeralds
The result is a space in which all the 

details come together to create a pleasing 
and pleasurable whole.



Lost in forest



Lost in forest
We conduct rehearsals with you. After our 
team members have completed their work, 
we take a  critical look at the entire project. 



Beyond sunflower



Beyond sunflower
The planners know very well what kind 
of atmosphere should be created at the 

celebration, and how important 
harmony between the outside and the 
inside is. We will also be happy to help 
you arrange the details and add charm 

to the existing design. 



Rustic gothic



Rustic gothic
During this final walk-through, we make 
subtle adjustments in keeping with our 

client’s expectations & desires.



Sea romance



Sea romance
Touma Events team believes that on 

their wedding day,  the bride and groom 
have only one task: to feel happy and 

special, to shine! 





3D Projection Mapping
The purpose of projection mapping in events is to provide a more 
engaging experience for attendees, through visual stimulation. 
The idea is to use technology to manipulate lighting into varying 
surface types and turn common objects into interactive.
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